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361 Lec27
Fri 20oct17

A powerful force
Anti-freeze, salt on roads

Note:  A could be 
liquid or solid
(there are solid solutions)

This why boiling point
is raised



What do the following 4 processes have in common?

A(liq, XA=1)    --->   A(solid,XA=1) at melting point

A(liq, XA=1)     --->   A(gas,PA=vap press) at any T

A(liq, XA=1)     --->   A(gas,PA=1) at boiling point

A(liq, XA=1)     --->   A(liq, XA=1) at any T

ALL at equilibrium
i.e., ALL have ∆G = 0
which have ∆G0 = 0, i.e., K = 1?
all have ∆G0 = 0, except 2nd
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What do the following 4 processes have in common?

A(liq, aA < 1)    --->  A(solid, XA=1) at melting point

A(liq, aA < 1)    --->   A(gas,PA=vap press) at any T

A(liq, aA <1)     --->   A(gas,PA=1) at boiling point

A(liq, aA <1)     --->   A(liq, XA=1) at any T

ALL spontaneous left
i.e., ALL have ∆G = +
which have ∆G0 = 0, i.e., K = 1?
all have ∆G0 = 0, except 2nd

same answer: changing conc. does not change ∆G0
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H2O(s)  H2O(liq)
Q = XH20(liq)/XH20(s)  if ideal
(when X=1, it is ideal)
∆G = ∆G0

273+ RTln(Q/Q0)

At melting point for pure solid and liquid:
Equilibrium
∆G=0, (Q/Q0)eq = 1/1, K = 1   
∆G0

273= 0
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What is required to 
get to equilibrium 
i.e., ∆Gfusion = 0?

What is the equation 
for ∆Gfusion?

What does LeChatelier
say about this?
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what is 
equation for 
Kvap?

What does LeChatelier
say about this?



7Use this for Problem 6 of HW # 4 Due next Thursday
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Perhaps the most important power series on the Planet!

Constantly used in a process called LINEARIZATION
when y is small compared to 1, e.g., if y = - 0.02

yea y +≈= 1

The “nice” thing about osmotic pressure is that you get activity directly
from a Boltzmann-like  (or equilibrium constant-like expression



this is known as “linearization”

exponential power series
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a =

y = -πVA/RT

Fact:
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